5.- REPORT OF THE 2018 MASTER BENAIGES SCHOLARSHIP.
PRESENTED BY ANA RECOVER PRESIDENT OF THE JURY
MAY 8, 2020

I prepare this report to conclude and close the edition of the 2018 Teacher
Benaiges Scholarship and to report about its development. This scholarship
was awarded at RIDEF 2018 in Sweden and was distributed as follows:
In the publications section to:
FRIDA ÁLVAREZ GALVÁN with the amount of 1600 €
IRERI FIGUEROA FERNANDEZ with the amount of € 900
In the research section to:
GONZALO GIL LINARES with the amount of 1500 €

The first payments, corresponding to 50% of the total scholarship, were made at
the beginning of the communication of the awards. Intercontinental deliveries to
Mexico were complicated because the banks we worked had no easy
connections with banks there and / or charged a lot of interest for the transfers.
So we opted to send the money through trusted people who traveled from Spain
to Mexico and they did us the favor of delivering the money by hand.
The delivery dates have been as follows:
FRIDA ÁLVAREZ GALVÁN
1st delivery …………….... 800 €……………. 22-02-2019
2nd delivery ……………… 800 € ……………. 25-05-2019
TOTAL ……………..…… 1600 €

IRERI FIGUEROA FERNANDEZ
1st delivery ……………. € 450 …………… 04-01-2019
2nd delivery …………... € 450 ……………..19-02-2020
TOTAL ……………….... € 900

GONZALO GIL LINARES with the amount of 1500 €
1st delivery ……………€ 750 ………..18-09-2018
2nd delivery …………. € 750…….… 04-02-2020
TOTAL ……………. € 1,500

The works were carried out in accordance with the creativity and good work of
the people who were awarded scholarships without the jury member having to
or being able to analyze or judge them.

Mrs. FRIDA ÁLVAREZ GALVÁN presented the finished publication three
months after receiving the first payment and the second delivery was made in
order to complete its edition in the printing house.

Mrs. IRERI FIGUEROA FERNÁNDEZ received the first payment six months
after the scholarship was awarded because it was very difficult to find someone
who would travel to Mexico and take the money, after trying it by bank transfer.
The second payment is made after notification one year after the book is
finalized, it is sent and it is only waiting to be sent to the press for editing.

Mr. GONZALO GIL LINARES requested an extension for his three-month
presentation, a period that was granted and at the end of which he presented
his research.

Finally, the works are carried out and delivered and we know that these ones
will serve to expand Freinet's pedagogy in our days and boost its knowledge.

I want to thank the effort that Javier González Molero has made, from the
Antonio Benaiges Association, making bank transfers, to the relatives of a
colleague from the MCEP of Madrid through whom the money was sent to
Mexico and to Marco Esteban from the MMEM who helped deliver the money
by contacting the beneficiaries and the person who traveled and carried it. It has
been a work of cooperation, coordination and responsibility that I must deeply
appreciate.

As President of the Jury that carried out the first Teacher Benaiges scholarship,
I am proud that it was carried out until it was completed, although the work has
been complicated for the time it has lasted.

Sincerely
ANA RECOVER SANZ
President of the Jury of the Benaiges Scholarship 2018

